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This year, our Annual Meeting was 
held at the Marine Air Terminal at La-
Guardia Airport in New York. Opened 
in 1938, the Marine Air Terminal 
(MAT) became the headquarters for 
Pan Am’s Atlantic Operations – and 
home to the iconic Clipper flying 
boats. As you know, we are working 
with the Port Authority of New York 
& New Jersey to create a Pan Am avia-
tion exhibit in the space. On a tour of 
the facility, we saw many of its historic 
features including the 1938 hangar 
with its apparatus that once rolled up 
the doors to the bay where the Clipper 
flying boats docked. 

The good news is that the MAT is 
‘listed’ as a historic building and both 
the interior and exterior are subject to 
stringent restrictions governing any 
modifications to the building. While 
those regulations limit the type and 
scope of improvements to the build-
ing, the architecture and interiors of 
the building will remain forever, large-
ly as they were in 1938. The Foun-
dation has three parts to its plan to 
create an exhibit that commemorates 
Pan Am’s pioneering role in aviation. 
The building will be “plaqued” with 
four bronze plaques recognizing its 
landmark status. Plaques will identify 
the building’s architects; the headquar-
ters of Pan Am American World Air-
ways North Atlantic operations; the 

T he long-awaited Pan Am documen-
tary, Across the Pacific, is now just a 

few months away from completion. In late 
May, we received a film tax credit from the 
state of Massachusetts. And in late June, 
with a big assist from the Pan Am His-
torical Foundation and its members, we 
raised enough additional funds to expand 
the two-hour film into a series of three 
one-hour episodes. The additional time 
will allow us to more fully develop the pro-
gram’s three main characters (Juan Trippe, 
Igor Sikorsky and Hugo Leuteritz) and 
take advantage of newly discovered letters 
exchanged between Juan and Betty Trippe 
during the formation of Pan Am in 1927.

With the necessary funds in hand, we will 
now spend the next few months mak-
ing final edits, clearing the many archival 
images and films used in the program, 
recording the narration, color-correcting 
the dramatic scenes and interviews, mixing 
the sound, and packaging the program to 
meet PBS specs. Our goal is to complete 
the film by Nov. 1 and then present it 
to public television station programmers 
at the American Public Television Fall 
Marketplace Nov. 12-13 in Arizona. Those 
programmers will then decide when to 
schedule the series on their local PBS sta-
tions, most likely in early 2020. We will let 
you know about local air dates as we learn 
about them.

The Search for  
the Samoan Clipper 
As we go to press, we are eagerly awaiting 
the outcome of the search for the wreckage 
of the Samoan Clipper, a Sikorsky S-42B 
flying boat. The plane went down near 
Pago Pago, American Samoa, on January 
11, 1938 with its entire crew including 
Chief Pilot Captain Edwin Musick. The 
location of the crash site was identified at 
the time by an oil slick in the water. 

The search is being conducted by the 
Air/Sea Heritage Foundation and Ocean 
Exploration Trust (OET) founded by Dr. 
Robert Ballard, discoverer of the RMS 
Titanic. The historic endeavor is being 
supported by numerous individuals and 
organizations including the Pan Am His-
torical Foundation. 

Search operations will be conducted 
aboard OET’s state-of-the-art science ship 

From The President, 
Pete Runnette... 

“Across the Pacific” Enters Home Stretch
By Stephen Lyons, Producer

Sergey Nagorny as Igor Sikorsky left to right: Director: Lisa Wolfinger; Cameraman:  
Ezra Wolfinger; Brad Muller (as Juan Trippe);  

Ed Trippe; Producer: Steve Lyons

Most importantly, we wish to thank 
the many Foundation members whose 
generous support enabled us to meet our 
funding goals to produce our three-part 
series. Meantime stay tuned for informa-
tion about special pre-broadcast screenings 
at selected AMC movie theaters around 
the country. ✈
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Though 
Pan Am 
is widely 
known 
and re-
membered 
as the 
pioneer in 
commer-
cial avia-
tion, few 
are aware 
of the 
seminal 

role Pan Am played in helping America 
prepare for – and win – World War II. 
In their newly released book, Pan Am at 
War, Mark Vaz and John Hill chronicle 
the behind-the-scenes stories of how 
Pan Am was clandestinely helping the 
Allies win the War. 

Clipper talked to the authors to find 
out more about the book and its 
genesis. “At the outbreak of World War 
II, there was only one entity – Pan 
Am – capable of aerially navigating the 
oceans,” John Hill said. “The company 
was a huge strategic asset in a global 
conflict, the outcome of which would 
be determined by aviation. The topic 
seemed deserving of deeper study and 
understanding.”

Knowing the basic contours of the 
history, John and Mark decided to 
collaborate on a book that would tell 
the stories of intrigue, espionage and 
daring. They began with prodigious 
research utilizing government records, 
declassified Freedom of Information 
Act material and company archival 
records at the University of Miami 
Richter Library and the SFO Museum. 
Through their relationship with Pan 
Am, the authors were able to source 
primary material and conduct inter-
views with many Pan Am notables. 

The book, which later details the 
company’s early history, opens in 1941 
when Pan Am president Juan Trippe is 
invited to dinner with Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill. In secret discus-
sions, Henry ‘Hap’ Arnold, Command-

ing General U.S. Army Air Forces, had 
proposed using a commercial airline to 
ferry supplies from Brazil across the South 
Atlantic to Africa. In Trippe’s meeting with 
the Prime Minister, “Scotch and sodas 
fueled two hours of poring over maps and 
talking strategy before Churchill gave his 
blessing—Pan Am would organize a fer-
rying and military supply operation across 
Africa,” the authors write.

Pan Am at War is distinguished by the 
vivid portrayal of the larger-than-life 
characters who built Pan Am and who left 
their indelible mark on the world. Com-
plete with maps and archival photos, they 
take readers on an historic journey that 
recounts: 

• The secret building of air bases in Latin 
America and elimination of Axis inter-
ests that threatened the Panama Canal.

• Forging an air route to Asia linking 
mid-Pacific islands that became stepping 
stones across the world’s widest ocean.

• Pioneering dangerous “hump” routes 
and airlift operations over the Himalayas 
to Chiang Kai-shek’s nationalist govern-
ment in China.

At long last, 
I have finally 
dotted the 
last “i” and 
crossed the 
last “t” in 
my book on 
Harold M. 
Bixby, one 
of the Vice 
Presidents 
and directors 

of Pan American World Airways (PAA). 
Harold had a 23-year tour with Pan Am, 
having been introduced to Juan Trippe by 
Charles Lindbergh in 1932. Harold ulti-
mately ‘retired’ at age 65 in 1955. But all 
indications (by way of his log book) appear 
that he may been active with the company 
well after retirement age. 

• Daring special mission flights including 
uranium transport for the atomic bomb.

• The high-risk, 17,000-mile journey that 
took President Roosevelt to Africa for 
the Casablanca Conference with Win-
ston Churchill.

Pan Am at War has been highly acclaimed 
by historians, authors and former employ-
ees. Tom Brokaw writes: “Pan Am at War is 
a fascinating and little-known story of how 
this seminal airline became a huge asset 
for America in WWII. Pan Am went to 
war right alongside B-17s, B-29s, Corsairs, 
Hellcats. Aerodynamics, instrumentation, 
routes—Pan Am was there. Another great 
story from the greatest generation.”

Published by Skyhorse Publishing, Pan 
Am at War is available in hardcover, e-
book and audio book formats. 

About the Authors

Mark Cotta Vaz is a New York Times 
bestselling author of 39 books.

John H. Hill has worked in the museum 
field for more than 35 years. He recently 
retired as the assistant director and curator 
in charge of aviation at the SFO Museum.

—By Ruth Maron
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PAN AM AT WAR: How the Airline Secretly Helped America Fight World War II 
New book provides a gripping history of secret missions and daring journeys to help win the War

THE SPIRIT OF SAINT LOUIS: Harold Bixby
Ben Barrett, Grandson of Harold Bixby, Launches His New Book

Harold’s father, William Keeney Bixby, 
wanted him to be a banker after graduat-
ing from Amherst College in 1913. But 
Harold hated the banking business. And 
he loved flying! So, for the first portion of 
his life, he was able to satisfy the desire of 
his father to be a banker and fly, too. One 
of the fun newspaper clippings in my book 
tells about when Harold bought a plane in 
1925 for business purposes. He is quoted 
as possibly being the first person to have 
had a “corporate” plane. Phil “Red” Love 
and Orville E. Scott of St. Louis flew him 
all over until Harold got his pilot’s license. 

The 1923 Air Races were held in St. Louis, 
and Harold served on many committees to 
bring that event to fruition. The Air Races 
were the impetus for Lindbergh to come 

Harold Bixby cont. p. 6
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Queen of the Skies Takes Flight
By Linda Freire

Co-chair, Pan Museum Foundation

On October 26, 2019, the Pan Am 
Museum Foundation celebrates the 
747, Queen of the Skies, at this year’s 
fundraiser gala, ‘A Royal Affair.’ The gala 
will be held at the Cradle of Aviation 
Museum in Garden City, Long Island 
where an elegant dinner will be served 
with a menu recalling the 747 inaugural 
flight from New York to London. 

Peter Greenberg, renowned travel 
expert, broadcaster and author, will 
be the guest speaker at the event. A 
multiple Emmy winner, Peter hosts 
the public television show, The Travel 
Detective with Peter Greenberg, the 
weekly “Eye on Travel” radio show 
for CBS, and he has produced several 
television specials for CNBC and the 
History Channel. Peter has a long his-
tory with Pan Am. He believes that he 
may have flown aboard every 747 in 
the fleet. One of Peter’s Emmy awards 
was won for his reporting on the final 
orphan flight out of Vietnam. 

Returning to Emcee the night’s festivi-
ties is acclaimed aviation author and 
journalist, Christine Negroni. Pan 
Am’s own celebrity DJ, Nicole Batch-

January 22, 1970

“Pan American World Airways begins the world’s first wide-body airliner service, 
introducing the first Boeing 747 into service on the New York-London route.”

Grand Opening of the Pan Am Museum’s Exhibit “The Boeing 747  – A Super Jet Story” 
Pan Am Museum’s Fourth Annual Clipper Gala: “A Royal Affair”

elor Regne, will provide tunes of the 
70s and 80s. 

Adding to the evening’s festivities will 
be the Grand Opening of the new 
exhibit on the Boeing 747: A Super Jet 
Story. Construction of the exhibit will 
be phased in over a two-year period and 
will illustrate the technical and social 
significance of the Boeing 747. The 
exhibit will showcase how all aspects 
of the jumbo aircraft were reimagined 
from maintenance, ramp, crew and pas-
senger handling. As the launch custom-
er for the 747, the exhibit will illustrate 
all aspects from the pilot’s perspective of 
the most technically advanced aircraft 
of its time. Aspects of what was then 
the most technically advanced passenger 

aircraft will be presented from a pilot 
perspective. It will include images and 
artifacts including the famed “upper 
deck” as well as the First Class Sleeper-
ette Seats and lavish in-flight amenities. 

The exhibit will feature the glory days 
as well as some of the darker times such 
as the horrific terrorist attacks in Cairo, 
Rome, Karachi and Lockerbie. Also, on 
display will be the memorable designer 
uniforms worn by Pan Am crews dur-
ing these decades. 

A new fundraiser program was created 
to help support the Museum Founda-
tion. Called the Fantasy Fundraiser 
Flight, participants can catch a seat on 
this virtual fantasy flight. Funds will go 
toward helping The Museum Founda-
tion build exhibits that help preserve 
the history and legacy of Pan Am. 
The Pan Am Museum Foundation is a 
501(c)(3) organization, and all dona-
tions are tax deductible.  
Thank you for your support and we 
look forward to seeing you at ‘A Royal 
Affair’ on October 26, 2019!

Additional information is available at 
www.ThePanAmMuseum.org. 

With that announcement, Pan Am in-
troduced the Boeing 747 to the world. 
The revolutionary aircraft would go on 
to become the most iconic aircraft in 
aviation history. 

A visionary executive, Juan Trippe 
had had a dream of a cruise-ship size 
aircraft. Trippe dreamed in only one 
dimension – BIG. In 1970, that dream 
became a reality. An aircraft more than 
twice the size of the 707, it carried more 
than twice the number of passengers 

and needed more than twice the num-
ber of flight attendants. The 747 rep-
resented an extraordinary combination 
of power, style and size, and it quickly 
took hold as the most popular plane to 
fly on. It is estimated that today, more 
than half the planet’s population has 
flown on a 747!

It is no understatement to say that 
the 747 revolutionized air travel and 
soon became a familiar sight at airports 
around the world. Now retired from 

commercial service in U.S. airlines, the 
747 still evokes an almost romantic 
connection with all who flew her. 

To say there is a love affair with the 
airplane is not far from the truth. 
Arguably, the pilots are the ones who 
love her the most. Randy Moore, a 
747 pilot, put it this way, “The 747 is 
a majestic aircraft. It’s something that 
every pilot wants to fly if they have the 
opportunity.” Everyone agrees that fly-
ing a 747 was a dream come true. 
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S
ometimes the most interesting jour-
neys begin with a moment of dis-
comfort, like when your taxi driver 

parks the car outside the medina in Fez 
and takes your suitcases, promising he will 
escort you through a maze of narrow alley-
ways to your hotel. “Is this it?” we won-
dered as we were led through a darkened 
passageway to the huge carved wooden 
doors of the 17th century Palais Amani, 
now a hotel or riad. We rang the bell, 
anxious for a long moment until the door 
was finally opened, then voila; we were 
in a magical courtyard garden with birds 
twittering in the lemon trees. Somewhere a 
fountain plashed, and the muezzin’s call to 
evening prayer floated in on the breeze. In 
short order the bar was located and fellow 
Pan Am friends embraced, while others 
drifted in after a relaxing hammam (steam 
bath). Our magical Moroccan adventure 
had begun!

Over the next ten days Erin Seiss of 
Distant Horizons and Jalil Benbili, our 
Moroccan guide, would help us weave a 
rich tapestry of experiences. We learned 
right away how to navigate the medina in 
Fez, rapidly turning to the side when our 
guide called out, “Pan Am to the wall!” to 
allow donkeys laden with goods to pass. 
And what Pan Am person wouldn’t feel 
right at home in the shops, with their array 
of luxurious carpets, colorful fabrics woven 
at the looms, and a tannery that has been 
producing an exquisite array of garments 
and bags for hundreds of years? 

We would visit ancient Roman ruins at Vol-
ubilis where scenes from the movie “Patton” 
were filmed and have lunch in the garden of 
a winery near the town of Meknes, home of 
one of Morocco’s greatest sultans, Moulay 
Ismail. After driving through spectacular 
scenery in the Atlas Mountains on a road 
originally built by the Allies in World War 
II, we skirted a 30-mile green swath known 
as the Tafilalet Oasis, learning that only a 
“Hollywood oasis” consists of a small round 
dot in the desert with palm trees and a 
pond. Arriving in the town of Erfoud at the 
edge of the Sahara after nightfall, the staff 
served us mint tea at check-in while singers 
and drummers performed clad in traditional 
cobalt colored Bedouin attire.

Do you remember from your study of 

geology that the Sahara was once an ocean? 
The sight of a graceful, 500-million-year-
old nautilus and other sea creatures fos-
silized in marble slabs unearthed near the 
village of Khamlia took our breath away. 
After snapping up some treasures in the 
quarry’s shop, we made an emergency stop 
at the local cafe to stock up with wine on 
our way to ride camels out to the Sahara 
Stars camp. (Even if one is “glamping” and 
staying in comfortably appointed tents, 
one must be properly provisioned.)

Just days later we were in another to-
tally different environment: Marrakech, a 
glamorous, vibrant city where we braved 
the throngs of fashion pilgrims to visit the 
museum and garden of French designer 
Yves St. Laurent. But the town has a fasci-
nating history, too, as a few of us experi-
enced first-hand when we stopped by the 
famous La Mamounia Hotel. Sipping our 
gin and tonics on the terrace, we imagined 
Sir Winston Churchill taking his afternoon 
stroll through the gardens, observing the 
light carefully for one of the many pictures 
he would paint of them.

What’s not to like here? Nothing! But don’t 
take it from us. Sign up for the “extra sec-
tion” to Morocco after the World Wings 
Convention in September and come see 
for yourself! If you go, be sure to pack your 
“I can roll with anything” attitude that 
Pan Am folks are known for, because to see 
the country properly there are a couple of 
long days on the bus. And in the medinas, 
you must keep up; trust us, you will get 
lost if you dart into a shop and lose the 
group. But that is a small price to pay for a 
treasure trove of unforgettable experiences: 
from driving along the hauntingly roman-
tic “Route of 1000 Kasbahs” in the High 
Atlas to strolling in lush gardens set with 
contemporary sculptures; from tasting 
17 varieties of honey to smelling scented 
water made from the petals of damascene 
roses; from being mesmerized by the zellig 
tile work in palaces to being charmed by 
a local family as they served us a tagine 
lunch in their home.

As we said our good-byes in Marrakech, we 
celebrated not only the magic of Morocco, 
but also the Pan Am spirit that still inspires 
us all to travel together. It was a great com-
bination. Shukran, Morocco, thank-you. ✈

mural “Flight” which wraps around 
the interior of the rotunda; and the 
Boeing B-314 flying boat which hangs 
in the center of the rotunda. Histori-
cal presentations are proposed for the 
interior alcoves that once served as 
Pan Am check-in counters for interna-
tional flights. We will keep you posted 
as plans progress.

We were also very happy to report that 
we have met our funding goals and 
work continues on our documentary 
Across the Pacific. It will now be a 
three-part series as reported in the 
accompanying article by Steve Lyons, 
the film’s producer.

With the Foundation now in its 27th 
year, our membership numbers remain 
stable though down slightly due to 
attrition. However, revenues have 
benefitted from an increasing number 
of Lifetime members and the generous 
support of Benefactor, Sponsor and 
Booster levels. However, we need your 
support to attract our children, grand-
children and friends in the Next Gen 
program to keep our legacy strong. 

Work is underway on our 2020 Cal-
endar that will commemorate the 50th 
Anniversary of the B-747. Calendars 
will be in the mail in soon. The histor-
ic date will be celebrated around the 
world, including an exhibit and gala 
hosted at the Museum Foundation. 

On a sad note, our board member and 
valued friend Dick Blair passed away 
on June 20 at the age of 90. A long-
time member of the Pan Am family, 
Dick was a founding member of the 
Foundation, spearheading member-
ship and marketing committees. For 
many years, Dick was the organizer of 
the Norm Blake luncheons in Green-
wich, CT. They will now be renamed 
the Dick Blair luncheons in his honor. 
Dick died unexpectedly while on his 
way home to Connecticut on the 
ferry with his son after attending a 
luncheon of the Clipper Pioneers. On 
behalf of the Foundation, we extend 
our sympathy to Dick’s family and 
friends. ✈

President from p.1

Pan Am Tours Continue to Explore New Destinations
In March, Pan Am travelers visited Morocco and had an outstanding trip – as you can see from the accompanying article by Becky 
Sprecher. Back by popular demand, a second trip to Morocco’s Imperial Cities is now scheduled for September 22 – October 2, 2019. 
Organized to coincide with the World Wings International convention in Stockholm, the tour will begin in Rabat. For those travelers 
attending the Stockholm event, there is an Air France flight via Paris to Rabat. The tour will end in Marrakesh, the country’s ancient 
trading center and rich cultural treasure chest. For further information on both of these trips, please contact Melissa Costa at Distant 
Horizons at 1-800-333-1240. 

In 2020, Pan Am Tours is planning to visit Egypt. The itinerary will include two days in Alexandria, and three days in Cairo staying at 
the luxurious Semiramis Inter-Continental Hotel. The tour will conclude with a four-day Nile cruise from Luxor to Aswan.

 

The Magic of Morocco

Tents at Sahara Stars camp

Sunset camel caravan to the camp

Yves St Laurent villa

Glaoui Palace

Lunch in a private Berber home

Lunch in Chateau Roslane vineyard

Dye vats at tannery

A street in Fez Medina

Buying wine to take to camp

Garlic vendor

Group pic in Ouarzazate

Cracking argan nuts for argan oil

Ethnic Gnawa from Khamlia
Caravan guide

By Rebecca Snider Sprecher
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A fter World War II, everyone 
watched with fascination as 

commercial aviation took off.  In 1947, 
Pan American World Airways Educa-
tional Director George Gardner sent out 
a company memo in search of ideas for 
a program that would be both attrac-
tive to young people and educational 
in the principles of air transportation. 
Col. Dallas Sherman, Pan Am Techni-
cal Director and a lifelong aeromodeler, 
suggested a contest with flying models 
carrying a payload. For design and ef-
ficiency reasons, the “pilot” became the 
payload, with specific requirements for 
the size, shape, and weight, based on the 
size of the model airplane. The “pilot” 
also had to be visible from the side of 
the airplane, and face forward. 

In 1948, the official rules were released, 
with an event designed for gas-powered 
Free Flight (FF) models. These models 
were not controlled by the aeromodeler 
once released for flight. The rules speci-
fied that the models were to take off, fly 
for a specified period of time, and land 
safely. To encourage participation, Pan 
Am provided generous prizes for the 
winners including cash, Bulova watches, 
and trophies. 

The event debuted at the 1948 National 
Aeromodelling Championships, held on 
the U.S. Navy Base in Olathe, Kansas.  

The winner was Herb Kothe, an aircraft 
structural design engineer. Over the next 
several years, additional categories based 
on aircraft engine size were added, with 
a rubber-powered event added in 1952. 
Each category specified aircraft wing-
span and payload. 

Aeromodelers and full-scale aircraft en-
gineers were drawn to the event’s design 
challenges. By 1955, more than 5,000 
modelers were competing in the event 
at contests across the country. Unfortu-
nately, just as quickly as it had gained 
popularity and the design challenges had 
been met, the number of contestants 
began to decline. In 1961, Pan Am 

to St. Louis originally. Lindbergh then 
landed a job flying for CAM (Contract 
Air Mail) #2. It was during those flights 
from St. Louis to Chicago that the idea 
was formulated to go for the Orteig Prize, 
a $25,000 reward offered by hotel owner 
Raymond Orteig to the first allied aviator 
to fly nonstop from New York to Paris or 
visa versa. 

As it turns out, Harold’s position as vice 
president of the State National Bank in St. 
Louis in the early 1920s was the lynch pin 
that allowed his involvement in the financ-
ing of Charles Lindbergh’s trans-Atlantic 
flight. Harry H. Knight and Harold signed 
a personal note to borrow $15,000 to 
finance the Spirit of St. Louis. (A scan of 
this handwritten request can be seen in my 
book.) 

Harold was but one of eight backers of 
the flight. But between Harry H. Knight, 
who worked for an investment firm, and 
Harold’s position in the State National 
Bank, arranging the financing was handled 
expeditiously as time was of the essence. 
There was significant competition for 
the Orteig Prize and the technology was 
advancing quickly. 

The book includes correspondence from 
early 1927 that begin with salutations of 
“Dear Mr. Bixby” and “Dear Mr. Lind-
bergh” and evolve quickly to “Dear Bix” 
and “Dear Slim” and continue through 
their lifetimes.

Extensive photos and correspondence are 
included from Harold’s years in China 
working to secure the 45 percent interest 
in the China National Aviation Corpora-
tion (CNAC) on behalf of Pan Am. Har-
old wrote, after the fact, that even though 
the deal was consummated on April 1, 

Harold Bixby from p.2

Model Aircraft Event Lives on at Indiana Museum
By Michael Smith

1933, he wanted the record to say March 
31, “for obvious reasons.”

A percentage of the book is dedicated to 
the arrival of the China Clipper on No-
vember 29, 1935 in Manila, where Harold 
and family were waiting. This clearly was 
the pinnacle of his career; helping to bring 
this monumental achievement to fruition. 

Harold died in his sleep in 1965 in his 
winter home on Captiva Island in Florida. 
He had spent a significant time there with 
Jay N. “Ding” Darling working on estab-
lishing the Sanctuary on Sanibel Island, 
Florida, and working on erosion control 
issues on Captiva. 

My journey piecing his life together for 
this book lasted almost 20 years, off and 
on. It has been nothing but pure joy, and I 
hope it serves as a good resource of histori-
cal information for present day aviation 
aficionados as well as future enthusiasts.

Those interested in purchasing the 465-
page book or who would like to get a 
sneak peek can visit the website www.
thespiritbehindthespiritofstlouis.com or 
email me at ben@thespiritbehindthespiri-
tofstlouis.com or call me directly days at 
413-644-9696. Copies will be available by 
August 1, 2019. The cost will be $80 and 
shipping is included. 

—Ben Barrett, Grandson of Harold M.Bixby

E/V Nautilus from July 15 – 20. PAHF 
will bring you news and updates on www.
panam.org and PAHF social media.

According to Russ Matthews, President 
and Co-founder of the Air/Sea Heritage 
Foundation: “If successful, the survey will 
characterize a site of major archaeological 
importance and determine the last resting 
place of seven aviation pioneers while col-
lecting conclusive evidence as to what led 
to their fate.” ✈

Samoan Clipper from p.1

Model Aircraft cont. back cover

1955 Pan Am rule book
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announced that it would halt sponsorship of the con-
test. Creator Dallas Sherman said the event simply 
did not draw enough children. The formal farewell 
statement said, “Today’s space age has rendered 
doubtful the future effectiveness of Pan Am’s pro-
gram to stimulate small-fry interest in aeronautics.” 
While no longer sponsored by Pan Am, the payload 
contest has survived and the event is still flown each 
year at the National Aeromodelling Championships, 
albeit with only a handful of contestants. 

The National Model Aviation Museum is located 
in Muncie, Indiana at 5151 East Memorial Drive. 
Or, you can visit the exhibit at: www.modelaircraft.
org/museum.  Several models, representing different 

Dave Abrams & Gene Banning 
Research Grant Awarded

Dr. Henry Knight-Lozano, Senior Lec-
turer in History and American Studies, 
Northumbria University, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, UK, is the recipient of the 
2018 Dave Abrams/Gene Banning Pan 
Am Research Grant. 

Dr. Knight-Lozano will focus on Pan 
Am’s transpacific operations, specifi-
cally its routes between the West Coast 
and Hawaii. The study will span the 
first flight from California to Hawaii 
in 1936 through the Second World 
War. He said that his research project 
“will result in a journal article explor-
ing the significance of Pan Am’s flights 
and marketing to this transpacific 
relationship.” 

classes, are displayed along with trophies, 
Bulova watches, and several of the ‘pilots’. 
We look forward to welcoming the many 
model aircraft enthusiasts and supporters 
from Pan Am. ✈

Cube 6F Pan Am load exhibit




